
Cards 0 - 3

Major Arcana



Keys 0 - 3

The Begining of 

The Fools Journey



the cards 0 - 3

The  Major Arcana begins with the first stages of the “Fool’s 
journey.

The Fool doesn’t represent a stupid person, in fact the fool is a 
metaphor for human consciousness and the journey represnts the 
evoklution of the conciousness, 

It is importnat to note that the journey of the Fool doesn’t 
necessarily happen in a chronilogical manner. As you know life 
has a funny was of aligning us with experiences as opportunites 
for growth and these can happen at any time or age.



The Fool
Begining the journey
The fool represents innocent faith, total trust and 
absolute in his potential. He is not yet defined and is 
newly born.

At the begining of his journey he is unaware of dangers 
and hardships, he is in a pose that indicates an 
openess to all potential. 

He is compelled to journey into the outside world and 
learn about the world despite the perils of venturing 
out.

He represents the fine line between the genius and the 
mad man. He is impulsive and the little dog at his ankle 
represents loyalty and recognition after the Fool’s 
transformative journey.



The Fool
Key Associactions
● Key: 0
● Element:   Air
● Astrology:   Uranus
● Numerologically related to: All of the 

Major Arcana as zero contains all

Key Symbols

1. Mountains
2. Hobo Bindle
3. Sunshine
4. Dog
5. Cliff 



The Fool Key Words

● New beginnings,
● Spontaneity
● Adventure
● Innocence
● potential,
● Faith
●  Fearlessness
● a leap of faith
● Originality
● freedom from constraints
● purity of action
● acting without malice
● being in the present
● acting without thinking
● Eccentricity
● Silliness
● Seeking freedom.



The Fool Inverted Key Words

● Folly
●  Stupidity
● not thinking through plans 

properly
● Chaos
●  lack of direction
●  poor judgement
● being gullible
● Naivety
● playing it too safely
● Blocks
● Restrictions
● Lacking adventure
● Lack of trust



The Magician First stage of the journey
The Magician represents the masculine power 
active and creative force

The Magician represents confidence and 
mastery over his ability to control his 
environment and to manifest from thought to the 
physical world. He travels between the worlds of 
the physical and the spiritual easily.

His seemingly magical ability to do this is one 
part natural born talent and one part rigorous 
training to achieve his mastery. The Magician 
represents transformation or transmutation 
through the force of focused will.



The Magician Key Associactions
● Key: 1
● Element: Air

● Astrology: Mercury

● Numerologically related to: 10 
and 19, the Wheel of Fortune and 
the Sun

Preparation
1. Cup, pentacle, Sword & Staff (wanD)
2. Roses
3. Lillies
4. Infinity symbol
5. White robe
6. Red Mantle
7. Hand positions
8. Work table



The Magician
Ingredients

● Creativity
● Action
● Power
● Manifestation
●  Skill
●  communication – oral, written, 

electronic
● Technology
● Magic
● Work
● Self-employment
● a smooth talker
● Will-power
● directing your will
● creative visualization,



The Magician 
Inverted Keywords

● Deceit
● con artist
● Liar
● communication blocks
● abuse of power
● creative stagnation
● ill intentions
● Manipulation
● fake skillset
● a charlatan
● being out of your depth
● Inadequit skills or 

resources



The High Priestess Second stage of the journey
The High Priestess embodies the sixth sense. 
Positioned between the two pillars that 
symbolize the light and the dark of human 
consciousness. 

The intellectual and the intuitive are flanking the 
composed and centered figure of the High 
Priestess. She represents secrets, mystery and 
the imminent future that has yet to unfold. 

She invites you to look within and seek the 
answers from blending both the logical and 
psychic faculties you possess. She hints at a 
hidden aspect of yourself that is soon to emerge 
from the depths of your truest self. 



The High Priestess
Key Associactions
● Key: 2
● Element: Water
● Astrology: Moon
● Numerologically related to: 

11 and 20, Justice and Judgement

Preparation

1. Pomegranets
2. Triple Moon Crown
3. Columns on left and right
4. Water like gown
5. Scroll
6. Cresent moon
7. Blue, yellow, black and white



The High Priestess Keywords

● Mystery
● Intuition,
● Inner-knowing
● self trust
● spiritual insight
● emotional stability
● Divination
● esoteric wisdom/knowledge
● things yet to be revealed
● your higher-self
● spirit guides
● scovering your own truth

● Balance between consious and 

subconcious 



The High Priestess 
Inverted Keywords

● information withheld
● Secrets
● misusing spiritual gifts
● not trusting your intuition
● being lied to
● not listening

● Second guessing
● Internal conflict
● Imbalances between thought 

and emotion
● Deceptiveness



The Empress Third  stage of the journey
The Empressrepresents fertility, growth, 
benevolence. The fruits of one's labours are all 
given to you  through The Empress. She shows 
us the divine feminine in the fullness of her 
youthful bloom. She shows you beauty and 
abundance beckoning you to express yourself 
creatively. 

The Empress asks you to nurture your ideas t so 
that they may be made real through your efforts. 

Her white gown is covered in pomegranates 
which symbolizes fertility and abundance. Her 
crown of 12 stars depicts illumination, 
intelligence and, hopes and wishes. 

She iis relaxed and comfortable, becuase She 
has no feelings of lack or scarcity.



The Empress Key Associactions
● Key 3
● Element: Earth
● Astrology: Venus
● Numerologically related to: 

12 and 21, the Hanged Man and 
the World

Preparation

1. Seven starred crown
2. Wheat
3. Pomegranets
4. Flowing gown
5. Scepter
6. Water fall
7. Forrest



The Empress Keywords
● Nurturing
● Abundance
● Fertility
●  Mothering
● your mother
● love, beauty
● a businesswoman
● mother earth
● a multi-tasker
● Pregnancy
● Creativity
● solving problems creatively
● fulfilling your potential
● a successful business or 

opportunity
● Fruitful Investment



The Empress 
Inverted

Keywords

● Laziness
● creative and/or business 

stagnation
●  lack of coordination,
● wasting resources
● financial difficulties
● problems within the home.

● Distructive thougts



Review

Cards Key Concepts

The first three cards 
represent the archetypes  of 
total trust, and openess, 
creative mastery, and 
confidence.

 Blending the intuitive and 
the intellectual and lastly, 
fertility and abundance. 

The Fools Journey begins in 
the physical world and 
with each step through the 
Major Arcana we see how 
The Fool- or human 
consciouness is developed 
from the physical world 
and gardually ascends to 
the the spiritual world. 

● Key 0 The Fool

● Key 1 The Magician

● Key 2 The High 

Priestess

● Key 3 The Empress





Cards 4 - 7

Major Arcana



Keys 4 - 7

The Fool's Journey Continues



About the cards

Where the Fool began in innocents and youthful enthusiasm, and 
the Magician brought the physical world into order with 
confidence and focus. Where The High Priestess invited you to 
blend your intellect with your intuition and finally how the 
Empress asks you to nurture your abundant and creative energy 
and to also embrace fulfilling potential, we now step into the 
next leg of the Fool's Journey. 

Next you will learn how The Fool further crystallized his 
experience in the physical world in the next archetypes. 



The Emperor Fourth stage of the journey
The Emperor is the archetype associated with matured 
authority. He is a paternal or fatherly figure seated on a 
stone throne that firmly supports his position of 
authority by elevating him. 

Cloaked in scarlet and armored, indicating that he is 
prepared and protected. The Emperor symbolizes 
structure and control, rules and regulations. He is the 
logical and linear leader that approaches all aspects of 
life with a purposeful and pragmatic perspective. The 
Emperor represents all that is firmly established in 
stability.

 



The Emperor Key Associations

● Key 4
● Element: Fire
● Astrology: Aries
● Numerologically related to: 

13, Death

Key Symbols

1. Crown
2. Throne
3. Mature male
4. Rams head
5. Red cloak and mantel
6. Stone
7. Globe & scepter



The Emperor Keywords

● Authority

● Order

● Structure

● Authority

● your boss

● Leadership

● your father

● the establishment

● promotion to a senior role

● asserting yourself

● Ambition

● law and order

● taking a stand,

● Firmness with others & yourself.



The Emperor

Keywords

● an autocrat
● control freak
● a weak man
● a cruel man
● an underachiever
● support withdrawn or withheld
●  Laziness
● abuse of power
● lack of discipline
● lawlessness.



The Hierophant Fifth stage of the journey
The Hierophant represents the dogma of belief. It is the 
archetype of tradition and rigid beliefs. Referred to the 
Pope in some Tarot decks, 

The Hierophant is adorned with the triple crown which 
represents the trinity of mind, body and soul as well as 
the authority over the physical world bestowed upon 
him by God. 

He represents the rigid and inflexible nature of the 
establishment of dispassionate and empirical beliefs. 
The Hierophant is a symbol of the powerful and 
immutable nature of orthodoxical beliefs. In other 
words he represents institutions of strict beliefs. 



The Hierophant Key Associations

● Key 5
● Element: Earth
● Astrology: Taurus
● Numerologically related to: 14, 

Temperance

Key Symbols

1. Triple Crown
2. Triple cross
3. Pillars
4. Keys
5. Read robe
6. White background
7. Monks



The Hierophant
Keywords

● Group identity
● large institutions
● Education
● Teaching
● Learning
● Tradition
● Orthodoxy
● the status quo
● Religion
● a guru or teacher
● spiritual guidance
● occult or mystical groups
● divine laws
● seeking counsel and advice.



The Hierophant

Keywords

● Cults
● false gods/gurus
● abuse of position and/or power
● Extremism
● the closing of schools
● hospitals & social services
● withdrawal of education 

services
● rejection of religion
● breakdown of crisis talks.

● Fanaticism



The Lovers Sixth stage of the journey
The Lovers signify the combining of duality in every 
expression. It indicates partnership, fidelity and above 
all human love. 

The Lovers card is associated with the polarity of the 
masculine and feminine, the intuitive and intellect, the 
logical and the creative aspects of human 
consciousness; combining to create unity. 

The card represents the the merging of equal but 
opposite dynamics, empowering each other through 
sharing their strengths with their counterpart, elevating 
both to higher ability.

The archangel Raphael oversees the union of the man 
and woman gifting them with healing, enabling the  
minds, spirits, and bodies of the man and the woman 
to experience all the peace and good health  to the 
fullest extent of God's will for them.

 



The Lovers Key Associations

● Key 6
● Element: Air

● Astrology: Gemini

● Numerologically related to: 
15, the Devil*

Key Symbols

1. Archangel Raphael
2. Quince tree & burning bush
3. Clouds
4. Adam & Eve
5. Mountain
6. Sun
7. Wavy ground under woman 
8. Straight ground under man



The Lovers Keywords

● Love
● choices
● Partnerships
● Affection
● being at a crossroads
● Togetherness
● going into business partnership
● Alliance
● being duty bound
● a love affair
● falling in love
● Commitment
● an engagement
● choosing between two lovers
● Harmony between feminine and 

masculine
● trust



The Lovers

Keywords

● a broken love affair or 
relationship

● fear of commitment
● Infidelity
● relationship issues
● a business deal gone awry
● a business failing & falling apart
● parting or leaving another
● Open enemies



The Chariot Eighth stage of the journey
The Chariot signifies victory by strength of will. It 
represents taking control of life by decisive action. This 
card is less about emotion and more about ambition 
and purpose. 

The Chariot features two sphinxes, the black one 
represent the dark, what is hidden and the 
subconscious, that which motivates without awareness. 
The white sphinx represents the conscious and focused 
will. 

The charioteer drives both of the sphinx in the direction 
that he chooses, channeling the power of both aspects 
of consciousness with determination and purpose. 

Also, note that the stars on the canopy of the chariot 
and the crown of his helmet are associated with divine 
protection He drives his chariot forward as an 
expression of his triumph over the weaknesses of the 
mind. He controls and directs by merging all of his 
faculties and directing them to a singular destination.

 



The Chariot
Key Associations

●  Key 7
● Element: Water

Astrology: Cancer 
Numerologically related to:
 16 – the Tower

Key Symbols

1. The Crown
2. The city
3. The armor of the charioteer
4. Stars
5. Black and white Sphinxes
6. Winged disc
7. Yoni & Lingam
8. Scepter
9. Wheels



The Chariot Keywords

● Drive
● will power
● Direction
● Ambition
● Confidence
● Decisive action
● Success
● a journey
● Transportation
● success with little or no 

support
●  overcoming obstacles
●  triumph in the face of adversity
●  coming to the aid of another
● mastering a skill
● Impetus
● energy



The Chariot
Keywords

● scattered energy
● lack of direction
● taking the long way round
● loss of will, drive & ambition
● a cancelled journey or trip
● a vehicle breaking down
● needing the help of another
● Weak will
● Indecision
● Stagnation
● Failure due to inaction



Review

Cards

● Key 4 The Emperor

● Key 5 The Hierophant

● Key 6  The Lovers

● Key 3  The Chariot

Key Concepts

As The Fool becomes more 
immersed in the experience 
of being in the world, 
learning the lessons of the 
human condition, he learns 
about structure, power and 
maturity from the Emperor. 
He also learns about law, 
tradition and orthodoxy 
from the Hierophant. 

His journey take on another 
dimension as he learns 
about interaction, 
co-creation and the 
meaning of complimentary 
energies from his 
counterpart in the 
archetype of the Lovers. He 
is now in the process of 
understanding the density 
and limitations of the 
physical world.





Cards 8 - 11

Major Arcana



Keys 8 - 11

The Enlightenment Begins



the cards 8 - 11

Now The Fool’s journey takes a turn inward. All that he has learned about 
the physical world begins to take him within. He has been confronted with 
the need to mature his perspectives and his approach to decision making 
through the Emperor. He has been shown tradition, law and Orthodoxy so 
that he might navigate society with what can sometimes be rigid beliefs.

These very beliefs are then challenged and restructured by the Lovers 
who teach him to blend the Divine Masculine and Feminine, in attempt to 
balance his expression.

He then  Moves toward mastering the force of his will through the 
Chariot. Now his Journey begins to take him to introspection, where he 
will learn to further refine himself.



Strength Eighth stage of the journey
The Strength card is associated with fortitude. The 
depiction of the the maiden subduing the lion 
represents the strength of balancing will and desire. 

The maiden lacks the brute force it would take to 
physically bend the lion to her will and equally the Lion 
could devour the maiden if it felt the urge. 

The woman could overpower the lion if she were to 
use a weapon or call for help. Instead she chooses to 
subdue it with gentility and love. Likewise the lion 
could easily kill the maiden ripping her to shreds and 
devouring her with very little resistance from her. 

Strength is the Archetype of balance through 
conscious choice as opposed to brute force. 

Creating balance by intelligence whereas animal 
instinct could throw either character into chaos and 
destruction.  



Strength
Key Associations

● Key 8 

● Element: Fire

● Astrology: Leo

● Numerologically related to: 
17 the Star

Key Symbols

1. Flowers
2. Lion
3. Maiden
4. Infinity symbol
5. White gown
6. Yellow Sky



Strength Keywords

● Inner strength
● Self-assurance
● Self-control
● Self-belief
● Patience
● Confidence
● enjoying power
● Lust
● Sex,
● Exuality
● Eroticism
● heroic acts
● strength ny personal power & 

not violence
● Vitality
● Virility
● Balancing opposing forces



Strength Inverted
Keywords

● Weakness,
● Fragility
● lack of self-control or patience
● lacking courage
● needing support
● Self-doubt
● someone who is overbearing
● breaking your own moral code
● Vanity
● Hedonism
● Overbearing
● Violence
● Weak will



The Hermit Ninth stage of the journey
The Hermit symbolizes selective isolation for the 
attainment of enlightenment. 

The hermit chooses to cloister himself in isolation from 
the buzzing, thronging world in order that he might 
have uninterrupted time and space in which he may 
attain true understanding of the nature of God, 
creation, consciousness and life. 

Later after the accomplishment of enlightenment, he 
then leaves his seclusion to offer the light of wisdom to 
others that my seek it. 

His lantern is a six pointed star that offers the promise 
of truth and clarity to those who would seek 
enlightenment as well. The Hermit says to the seeker, 
as you are I was, as I am you will be. 

The Hermit is also connected to the third eye. 



The Hermit Key Associations

● Key 9
● Element: Earth

Astrology: Virgo
Numerologically related to: 
18, the Moon

Key Symbols

1. Grey hooded cloak
2. Lantern
3. Six pointed star
4. Straight back
5. Bowed head
6. Staff to forehead
7. Blue Sky



The Hermit
Keywords

● Introspection,
● Contemplation,
● Wanting or finding solitude,
● Private self-reflection
● Seeking enlightenment & 

spiritual experiences
● Meditation
● Being discreet
● Privacy
● Home study
● Withdrawing from society
● Patience
● Knowledge gained from sojourn



The Hermit Inverted
Keywords

● Withdrawing from loved ones
● turning your back on someone
● Being isolated
● Feeling out in the cold
● Self-absorption,
● A social misfit
● Loneliness
● Exile
● Being silenced,
● Sadness
● Avoidance
● Spiritually deficient
●



The Wheel Tenth stage of the journey
The Wheel of Fortune represents the changing nature 
of energy. It indicates the inevitability of change and 
that it is important to avoid attachment to to the 
concept of permanence. 

While most consider The Wheel of Fortune a luck card 
with an optimistic energy to it, it should be understood 
that it really represents the archetype of movement 
and a change in circumstances. 

It's important to understand that in many ways life may 
seem random, chaotic and uncontrollable, however 
The Wheel of Fortune calls to us to remember that our 
actions have consequences and that we should be 
aware of the ripple effect that each choice has on the 
future. All in all, 

The Wheel of Fortune is associated with an imminent 
change to take place in life. 



The Wheel Key Associations

● Key: 10

● Element: Fire

● Astrology: Jupiter

● Numerologically related to: 
1 and 19, the Magician and the 
Sun

Key Symbols

1. Angel, Ox, Eagle & Lion
2. Sphinx
3. Anubis
4. Serpent
5. Hebrew characters
6. T A R O T
7. Clouds
8. Blue sky



The Wheel Keywords

● Luck,

● Chance,

● Opportunity,

● Changes

● A  turning point

● Movement, 

● Winning

● The cycle of life

● Ups and downs,

● Fate, destiny

● A chance meeting that can 
change your life

● What goes around comes 
around,

● Winning at a game of chance

● Definite yes.



The Wheel Inverted
Keywords

● a stroke of bad luck
● Misfortune
● Mishaps
● Failure
● Things not going your way
● Entering a period of hardship or 

difficulty
● Disappointments
● Unforeseen or unexpected 

setbacks
● A definite no



Justice Eleventh stage of the journey
The Justice card represents impartiality and fairness. 
It is the archetype of neutrality with detachment and 
without bias. 

Justice is associated with ultimate truth and the 
balancing of all elements. There is no favoritism, there 
is only logic, fact and consequence. 

The figure sits on a stone throne which represents 
elevation above human affairs. The crown represents 
the divine appointment of authority. The sword is the 
tool by which justice is delivered, it is sharp, cold and 
dispassionate. 

The character also holds a pair of balanced scales 
that signify equitable lots. Positioned between the 
two pillars that draw down the spiritual, and 
intellectual and materialize them into the physical 
world. 



Justice
Key Associations

● Key 11
● Element: Air

● Astrology: Libra

● Numerologically related to: 
2, the High Priestess

Key Symbols

1. Crown,
2. Identical columns
3. Golden Mantel
4. Sword
5. Scales
6. Red robes



Justice
Keywords

● Justice,
● Karma
● Balance and equilibrium
● Truth
● Fairness
● Responsibility
● Accountability
● Integrity,
● Dignity
● Agreements
● Legal affairs,
● A court case or tribunal
● Consulting a lawyer
● Checking legal documents
● eeking fairness through clarity



Justice Inverted
Keywords

● a miscarriage of justice
● Injustice and/or unfair 

treatment
● Losing your case
● An adjournment
● Being discredited
● An imbalance,
● Lies & hypocrisy
● Being out-maneuvered
● Not being able to speak your 

truth
● Legal flaws
● Making or receiving the wrong 

decision,
● Bias



Review

Cards

● Key 8 Strength

● Key 9 The Hermit

● Key 10 The Wheel of 

Fortune

● Key 11  Justice

Key Concepts

And now the Fool begins to 
activate his mental 
faculties. He begins to ask 
questions of principal, 
correctness and fate. 

He now looks at the world 
from a perspective of the 
budding awareness of the 
mental body. He is more 
analytical and less 
intuitive. 

The Fool has learned to 
examine the world Through 
a lens of structure, logic 
and even rigid beliefs. 

He has mastered is more 
animalistic instincts 
through mental 
discernment, 
discrimination and 
analyzation..
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